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What're my options 

What does all the terms mean?

Network Option 

PMB: Prescribed Minimum Benefits - This is a list of close to 271 conditions/treatments that all medical aids
are compelled to include in their benefits. More detail can be found by clicking on the link. 
DSP: Designated Service Provider. Click here for more detail on DSP.
MSR: Medical Scheme Rate or sometimes referred to as Medical Scheme Tariff
ATL: Above Threshold Limits 
NHRPL: National Health Reference Price List 

Affordable (Premium is determined
according to a scale, the less you earn,
the less you pay & visa versa)
Offers Hospital cover (Cover can be
limited and or have certain exclusions) 
Chronic Medication (26 PMB
Conditions, click link to see conditions)
Day to day such as doctors visits,
medication, dentistry, etc. 
Some offer unlimited GP visits,
medication, etc. But don't let this fool
you, it is usually limited to certain
providers.

Pros:

This plan can be perfect if affordability is a major issue. This premium is determined according to an income scale,
the more you earn, the more you pay, the less you earn, the less you pay. Be careful, this plan does have significant
limits and exclusions, which may lead to the member being liable for a part of the bill. Keep in mind, this may differ

from each individual scheme 

Usually restricted to network providers
for treatment in & out of hospital.
Offers Hospital cover, but is usually
limited or has certain exclusions 
Chronic Medication (26 PMB
Conditions)
Day to day benefits are limited 
Co-payments and/or full cost will be for
members account if network is not
utilized

Cons:



Traditional Medical Aid Option3

New Generations Medical Aid Option with a savings account4

Hospital Plan 

"Full" Medical Aid (Two Options Available)

2

Pros:
Offers Comprehensive Hospital cover 
Chronic Medication (Usually 26 PMB
Conditions) 

No Day to day benefits 
Cons: 

Offers Comprehensive Hospital cover 
Chronic Medication (Usually 26 PMB
Conditions or more) 
Structured day to day benefits 

Pros:
Inflexible day-to-day benefits. If you do
not use certain benefits, they will be lost.
No savings account (Can be a pro or a
con depending on the clients needs.)

Cons:

Offers Comprehensive Hospital cover 
Chronic Medication (Usually 26 PMB
Conditions or more) 
Day to day benefits 
More Control, you can choose where
you spend your funds.
Savings residue is transferred over to
the next year. 

Pros:
Because the savings account is flexible
in terms of where you choose to spend
your savings (unlike the Traditional
option which has structured day-to-day
sections), it is normally depleted before
winter when you really need it. 
Savings account (Can be a pro or a con
dependent on the clients needs.)

Cons:

This option usually covers you comprehensively in hospital. This option does not have all the limits and or
exclusions as the Network option. There is however no cover for day to day needs. 

There are two options to choose from if you require day to day (out of hospital benefits). There is no difference in
hospital cover or the Chronic medication benefits between the two, only on the day to day section. The

Traditional option offering day to day cover where they split your benefits into different sections and the New
Generation pool everything together into one savings account in order for you can choose where you spend the

funds. 

This option usually covers you comprehensively in hospital as well as offering day to day benefits. The day to day
benefits are normally in the form of benefits and not a savings account.

This option usually covers you comprehensively in hospital as well as offering day to day benefits. The day to day
benefits are in the form of savings account and not split into different benefit categories / pockets. These options

can also have Thresholds on which I'll touch later. 



What is late joiner penalties? 
The Medical Schemes Act introduced open enrollment where no scheme may refuse anyone cover, but they may
impose a late joiner penalty for those who Anti Select (Wait until they are sick to join). These late-joiner penalties
will apply to anyone who is 35 years of age or older and has had a break in membership, or cover as a dependant

on a scheme, since 31 March 2001. There is a specific table to calculate your penalty if applicable.

Regulation 13 states that the late-joiner penalty can only be applied “to the portion of the contribution related to
the member or any adult dependant who qualifies for late-joiner penalties” and is only applicable to the Risk

portion of the members premium.

Certain options have a Day to day Threshold. What this means is that when your medical Savings account (Also
known as MSA) is depleted you will move into a SELF PAYMENT GAP. Here you will have to pay for all day to day
claims out of your own pocket until you reach the set Threshold, only then will the scheme start to pay for certain
day to day claims again. Keep in mind there are limits and that you still need to submit your accounts, so that you

can reach your Threshold.  
 

Now this can be beneficial for some, but in a lot of cases people reach the threshold at the end of the year and do
not have a chance to use the Above Threshold benefits (Also known as ATB). 

 
Keep in mind that certain claims do not count toward closing the self-payment gap and in some cases your self-

payment gap can actually increase. The Self Payment Gap tends to confuse people as it can become complicated
sometimes with certain claims counting towards the Gap and others not. 

What is the fuzz of having a Threshold, is it worth it? 

Day to day benefits are usually split up into sections, for example, the fund will offer you 10 Doctors consultations,
R5000 for optometry, R4000 for Allied Health such as Physiotherapy, etc. Whereas a savings account will pool all the
funds together and you can choose where you want to spend your funds for medical purposes. The main difference

is that the residue of the savings account will be transferred to the next year whereas the benefits are lost if not used.
Many people feel that they do not use benefits such as optometry and thus pay for something they will not

use. Therefore the new generation plans were created with a savings account to suit just such a need.  

Benefits vs Savings, which is best?

What is MSR & NHRPL? 
In 2004 the Council for Medical Schemes published the National Health Reference Price List (NHRPL). The idea was

to give healthcare providers and Medical Schemes a guideline to what rate is fair for services. Many Medical
Schemes have negotiated their own rates, also known as Medical Scheme Rate (MSR). You might have seen

Medical Aids say they pay 100% of MSR, this means they will pay 100% of their negotiated rate to a health care
provider. The same goes for if a Scheme says they will pay 200%, this means they will pay double the scheme's

negotiated rate with the service provider. 
 

If the healthcare provider charges more than the rate the medical scheme is willing to pay, the member will be liable
for the difference. You can consider taking out Gap cover additionally to close the gap between what your medical

scheme pays and what the healthcare providers charge.
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Waiting Periods

Summary of the provisions applicable to waiting periods:

Medical schemes are allowed to impose certain limited waiting periods on members who join medical schemes
without having been a member previously, or after a certain break in membership. Section 29A provides for two

waiting periods that a scheme can impose.
 

These are:
a three-month general waiting period; and
a 12-month condition-specific waiting period.

A condition-specific waiting period is a period during which a beneficiary of a scheme is not entitled to claim
benefits in respect of a condition for which medical advice, diagnosis, care or treatment was recommended or

received within the 12-month period before the date on which an application for membership was made. A general
waiting period is a period during which a beneficiary is not entitled to claim any benefits.

Keep in mind, each scheme is different, with defferent benefits, co-payments and sublimits, but the fundamentals
stay the same. 

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Applicant who was not a beneficiary of a
scheme for longer than 90 days preceding
the application

Three-month general waiting period
12-month condition-specific waiting period
(if applicable)
These waiting periods will apply to
treatment falling under the PMBs

Applicant was a beneficiary within 90 days
preceding an application to a scheme, but
has not been a beneficiary of a scheme for
a continuous period of up to 24 months

three-month general waiting period
12-month condition-specific waiting
period (if applicable)
waiting period will not apply in respect of
the PMBs
the balance of any unexpired general or
condition-specific waiting period
imposed by the previous scheme

Applicant has been a beneficiary of a
scheme within 90 days preceding an
application to a scheme, and has been a
beneficiary of one or more schemes for a
continuous period of more than 24 months

three-month general waiting period
waiting period will not apply in respect of
the PMBs


